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About This Game

Present the captivated dark fantasy with the attractive illustrations, a romance adventure game for you――

System

While the story keeps progressing, the choices will be shown.
According to the choice you picked, the impression of the character toward you will be better.

Let's keep raising the good impression and step to the Happy Ending!

We'll recommend you, if you…

‧ Interest in romance game or otome(girls') game
‧ Like the fantasy

‧ Like the subject about the campus
‧ Like the shojo(girls') comics and animation

‧ Have interests in werewolf and vampire
‧ Want to read a serious story

‧ Want to read a story with some jests

story

Fleeting, yet beautiful. The world of darkness――
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The main protagonist, Cloe (name changeable) lived in a secluded town. Surrounded by wire fences, it felt like she was trapped
inside a cage.

Zombies were the only residents in that town, and she wasn't the exception. Many took their own life rather than to age away,
but they were otherwise living a peaceful life. One day however…….

As Cloe was hoping to see the outside world, she recieved an invitation. An invitation to attend a prestigious, diverse school only
the most talented and skilled could join.

*This game is based on PSVita's 『EPHEMERAL -FANTASY ON DARK-』, with added translations and an updated resolution
of Full HD.
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Waste of money.. Only arcade controls, defies all physics. Steer clear.. More like Autist Division.. Graphics are okay.
Geometric shapes. However, the colors are so close that it's difficult to distinguish between the wall that's right next to you and
the wall on the far side. The tutorial is good to use to figure out controls, if the game would even bother to tell you what the
controls are. I had to exit out of the game, go to key mapping in settings and restart the tutorial. As far as controlling the main
character? With the above issues, it's guessing what key will do what. And very frustrating when I spent the entire time all I am
trying to do is just not run into the walls, that are impossible to determine it's the wall until you've hit it. And then when you get
hit enough, it sends you back to the beginning.. Compared to most of Steam's RPGs this one is decent. It's not a great RPG,but
definitely not a garbage tier one(and believe me there are some "atrocities" out there).. Abandonware.. interesting game ，i like
it!. Update:

Devs seem to have ditched the game where game breaking bugs are present in 70% of their guns. Until they fix this I can't leave
a thumbs up.

The driving and shooting is amazing. So far encountered very little bugs.. Extremely annoying controls.. 100 ways of trial and
error
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Super cute and relaxing. I loved both of the happy endings: 'Sweetness and Light' & 'Strawberry Kisses'. All of the badges,
emotes, and backgrounds are also really cute. ♥♥. Great story. Hope to see more!!. Fantastic retro game. Gives an arcade
experience while appealing to the adult side of those of us who grew up playing these games.

If you want a whimsical skip down memory lane with a fresh game, this is for you.. I liked it, but somehow not as much a HoK
1.
Play HoK1 first, and if you like that, consider this.. YESSSSS IVE BEEN WAITING FOR THIS :D ITS FINALLY TIME!

Okay I finished, lel.. Awesome game. Improved from BA1 (also a great game) by including skirmish mode. Gives the game
unlimited replayability. This game is a hybrid of Panzer Corps and Battlefront's outstanding Combat Mission games. No brainer
to pick it up if you're a fan at all.. I played this prototype more than half of my steam games. It is really good! Outstanding
atmosphere!. One of the gifts of video games is the ability to step into someone else's shoes. You can be another person, live the
experience of another culture, explore a whole new mythology. You can experience whole new lives and identities. You can
learn something, develop a new mindset to solve new puzzles.

Or you can have a game about Native Americans that includes South American and African world bits and confuses wigwams
and teepees and actually has a scalp hanging in the happy couple's home, why not? I've never heard of some of the spirits in this
game, and the Native artifacts in this game seem to come from many tribes. I have no idea if the mythology is authentic or not,
and nowhere to start looking.

I am going to give up and appropriate someone else's review.

"Pretty simple but fun game with 4 types of mini game: hidden objects, three-in-a-row, original potions puzzle and boss battles
similar to PuzzleQuest game."

That person gave it a thumbs up so I'll just take that, too. African animals for everyone!. quot;Chicken Assassin: Reloaded" is a
clicker game. It's got a really nice, unique art style. And, that's all the good I can say about it.

This game is just annoying in so many different ways.
It's presented as a combat game, but features some of the worst hit boxes I've ever seen in any game. Additionally, the game's
art style makes everything on screen overly cluttered. It is usually surprisingly difficult to pick out the mobs from the constantly
moving background animations. On top of this, all mobs have entrance animations, during which they are invulnerable. This
would be fine except for the fact it is almost impossible to see when these enemies stop moving and start becoming vulnerable
targets. A marker of any sort would easily fix this problem, but no. Those gradually fade into view only after the mob has
already begun to attack you. Big help.

So, it's a clicker game where simply clicking on things is needlessly difficult. But, wait! There's more!

The first loot you'll unlock consists of pathetically desperate shout-outs to youtubers no one will remember in a few years. Most
every piece of loot can be attached to give you a stat boost, because of course this game wants to be an ARPG! Great. Does this
add any level of nuanced depth to "Chicken Assassin: Reloaded?" No? What a shock. The most viable strategy is to just buff
your HP and DEF as much as possible since the mobs are given every advantage to strike first. Enjoy playing a wall, while you
wait for a decent weapon to drop!

The game also features a story mode. It's even presented as a "feature." Unsurprisingly, it cannot be bothered to actually
conclude its narrative in any way because the game conveniently decides to become an intentionally ironic troll game in the 11th
hour. Oh, and you have to endure all of this just to unlock the normally obligatory "Endless Horde" mode.

"Chicken Assassin: Reloaded" has little idea of what it wants to be, other than noticed. Don 't give it the satisfaction of a second
glance.
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